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Martin Luther King holiday Jan .18
Monday, Jan. 18, is Martin Luther
King Day, a holiday for University
employees. Classes wiU not meet on
that day, and all University offices will be

closed.
Only those activities deemed
absolutely essential by area supervisors
should continue during the holiday
period.
President Olscamp has asked for
thoughtful observance of the King
holiday, and has issued the following
memorandum:

"The service of Martin Luther King in
the cause of equal rights for aU is a
milestone in the history of our country.
Perhaps no other American has done so
much for the cause of his people since
the Civil War, and yet his goals of justice
and liberty for all remain unfulfiDed 20
years after his death. It behooves all of
us to pause on Martin Luther King Day
and consider the legal, moral and human
relationships we have with members of
races and creeds different from our
own."

Vol. XI., No. 25

A change to the Microcomputer Buying

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The followWlg classified positions are available:
N-ncancles
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: 4 p.m., Friday, Jan. 15. ( • indicates that
an employee from within the department Is
bidding and being considered for the
position.)
Account Clllf'k 2
1·15·1
PayRange26
University Bookstoce

1-15-2
and

1-15·3

Cashier I
PayRange3
Food Operations
Academic Year. part-time
(two positions)

1·15·4

1·15-5

"Clerical Specialist
PayRange25
Colege of Arts and Sciences
Clerical Specialist
PayRange25
Colege of Heallh and Human
Services
Permanent, part-tme

1-15-6

1-15-7

Clerk 2
PayRange3
Btnar's Office

Comput• Operator I
PayRange27
Computer Services

1·15-8

Food Senice lllanag• I
PayRange27
Food Operations

1•15-9

Library Assistant

PayRange4
Access SelVices-Ulrary

1-15-10

1-15-11

1-15-12

Another change which has occurred is
the availabity of individual purchases of a
Macintosh II and/or an Apple L..aserWriter
printer. The University does not service
either of these pieces of equipment
However, the eqt.ipment can now be
ordered through the University, with
service provided by a loc:al computer store.

For an Apple Macintosh purchase, the
buyer must be a fu&-time student, faculty,
or staff member, and must purchase the
system without intending to remari(et it.
IBM requires al individuals to be faculty,
staff, ora student in good standing with the
Univefsity. An IBM purchase cannot be
remar1teted for at lease one year after
1Uchase date.
DepMment orders and procedures are
not affected in any way.

Materials due back
Al University pab 01 is with faculty or
end-of-term privileges are reminded that
library books that were due Dec. 18 are
now past due. They must be retLnled or
renewed no later than Tuesday (Jan. 19). H
not cleared by that date, materials wil be
t*d to tusar accounts as lost items.
Materials can be renewed by telephone,
by ist or in person at the approp iate
library. For questions, cal Sherry Gray for
Jerome Library materials at 372-2051 or
Barbara Garay for Science Library materials
at 372-2591.

Stora Clert
PayRange3
food ()pei aliol IS
Acadeu ic year, Jul.time

1·15-13

The University is accepting MasterCard
and Visa as valid forms of payment for
Apple products. The handling charge has
increased from five percent to seven
percent to cover the credit card handling,
but a two percent cash discount is given to
anyone paying by cash or check.

Pill chasi Ill

PayRange26
Oepabneid ol Gemal, Russian
8lld East Asian l.Mlg&mges

Typist!
PayRange3
Phiosophy

numbers," McGeein said.
McGeein said he was pleased with
the anount of the recommendation for
the University. '"The funds are
appre>priated every two years and we've
done better and received more money

The weather outside might be frigid, but Joe Baker, biology greenhouseman, enjoys a
sman dose of tropical air each day as he tends to the exotic plants at the greenhouse
near the Technology Building.

Obituary
Eugene Lukacs
Eugene Lukacs, a former professor of
mathematics and statistics and the first
faculty member to be named Distinguished
University Professor at Bowling Green,
died Dec. 21 in Washington, D.C. He was
81.
Born in Hungaiy and raised in Vienna,
Lukacs studied at the University and the
Institute of Technology in Vienna and
graduated in 1930 with a doctorate degree
in mathematics. He emigrated to the United
States in 1939 and taught at a number of
schools until his retirement in 1972 from
the Catholic University of America in
Washington, o.c. where he served as the
director of the statistical laboratory.
He then moved to Bowling Green where
he taught at the University and was named
Distinguished University Professor in
1973. He remained on the faculty l..lltil
1975.
Lukacs was well-known for his
contrilutions in statistics through his

The folowing taaAty positiolis are 1n1aiable:
.
AccountlnglMS: AssistllntlaSS' • ;a1e professor. Contact Thomas G. Evans (2·2767). Deaillne.

~Statistics and Operalian• R•• 1rch: Assislant professor (B11ticipated). Contact James A.
Deldne: Feb. 1.

.

CWlc:ation QiMI cllrs: ~ protessor-depertl1M!ld chlir. Contact Larry Smal
(2-7182). Oeadlne: Feb. 1.
s Al-Amiri
MaUwwwliesand St.usllcs: Pustch lliallec:Uer(a•••:c••edJ. Contact Hassoon .
(2-7455). Oeadlne: Msch 1.
. .
.
. .
. .
Contact the
Psycbalogy. PoslOOr.:bal felow 111 industrial-org1111izatio11al psychology C~1-0 posY. •douil Search Couanittee. Depa bnent of Psydlology (2·2~1 ). _Deadht: Msch 15.
School ol llaa Canawnication: Direc:tcr. Schoal of Mass Comnuiica!ion. Contact Ray
l.aakmiemi (2-2078). Deallne: Feb. 1.
The folowing &t\1• isaalive positiol is are 1n1ailatlle:
E aP1tcAssislllntdiredorofgenenilstudies. Wl'iting(anfi
Contact l..esterE. a.tier
(2-7543). 0-.18: Feb. 15.
. D 7 Jf!•1nt A11' lrlldndcrof Devel:pmenl·Alumni Funds. ContaclAnnmlrle Heldt

•••ed).

Monday, Jan. 11
GnldUlte Student Art Show, through Jan. 22
ri lhe F111e Arts Gaiety. Gaiety ttotn are 9
am.-4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2·5
p.m. Smdays. Free. The gallery wil be closed

Jan. 18.
Deslrtnp Publishing Course, 7:30-9 p.m ..
For :nore information, cal Continuing Education

at372-8181. Registration requio'ed.

w

2

Jiil. 25.

For sale
Computer Services has for sale to
departments an Apple II , 64K memory, 80
coUlln card, monitor and Apple DOS 3.3
at $200 each. For additional information,
cal Charles Schik at 372-2911.

The Social Philosophy and Policy Center

has for sale a CPT 851 0 (dedicated word
processor) with a dual bin sheet feeder,
printer and accoustical hood for $1,500
(negotiable). Hinterested, cal John Ahrens
at 372-2536.

Tuesday,Jan.12
"lllDllalkig the llatiwalllrs," prasented by
Jahn Savage, Savage and Associates, noon.
AUmi Room. Univerllity Union. Sponsored by
the PtilSOlaltll Welfare ComnWaee. Lunches
11\Jailable. Make reservations by c:aling

372-2558.

Ylednesday,Jan.13
Women's BaslletblR, BGSU \'3_ lf,1a:ni. 5:30
Ar>derscn ~rena.
Men'~ Baslcettlatt, SGSU vs M'.a.T.i, 8 ~-,.,, ,
Ander9on Arena
;i.":'I .

in the past six years than we did in the
previous six, .. he said.
Leading the list in appropriations and
improvements is a $9 million addition for
the Fine Arts Building. McGeein said
61 ,000 gross square feet wiD be added
to the present building and construction is
expected to begin no later than spring
1990. "The key to the project will be
designing it so that the new section of the
buiklng blends in," he said.

Other rna;or capital improvement
projects include $340,000 to renovate
the former BG News and journalism

offices in University Hal for Continuing
Edi ication. The Conmuing Education
offices are expected to move out of
McFal Center by late 1989 or early
1990. McGeein said the senior support
staffs of the vice presidents of planning
and budgeting, academic affairs and
operations wil move to McFal Center.
Approximately $1.2 million was
appropriated for asbestos removal from
University buildings. No particular
buildings were specified for asbestos
removal, but McGeein said the work
would be done on buildings undergoing

Friday, Jan. 15

Chcluate Art sa- Reception, includi1g ...
awards p s c llation, 7 :30-9:30 p.m., F111e Arts
Galery. The pOOic is invited attend.
Hoc:teJ, BGSU vs. Miarh, 7:30 p.m., Ice

'°

Arena.
Young Concert Artists Series, featumg
ceAsl Marcy Rosen, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hal,
Moore Musical Arts Center. TICkets are $5 and
C9ll be reseM!d by c:aling 372-8171.

Bowlkig GrWI High Scflool Siring
Festini, KotJac:lrer Hal, Moore Musical Arts

Center. Formoreinf01111alioo1. cal372·2181.
SmaD ........ Sc-Series, -Mai Order
Mao11r~ldi19," 9a.m.-3 p.m., Taft Room.
UrWersity l.Jnicn. To register, cal 372-8181.

Fee.
Hadley, BGSU vs. Miarh, 7:30 p.m., Ice
Arena
CGncert, Alma Jean Smith. soprano, 8 p.m.,
Br;ai Recital Hal, Moore Musical Ms Cen!er.

Monday, Jan.18
".artin Luther !ting Holiday.~,:::.;~;;;;
and l.Wwerlily offices are closed.

renovations and repairs.

Other major projects include:
$625,000 for plant
renovations:S220,000 for compact
shelving in the Jerome Library:
$225.000 for renovations in the
bursar's office: $235,000 for projects
in the biological sciences laboratories:
and $345,000 for roof replacements.
At Fll'elands CoUege, $62,000 will be
appropriated for instructional
equipment: $22.600 for data
processing equipment; and $94.000
for basic renovations.

12, 000 friends
help telefund
to be a success
More than 12,000 "'friends" of the
University pledged to support a variety of
scholarships and other programs during
annual fal telefunds on campus.
In total, 12,348 individuals pledged
$295, 180 during the telefunds, which
extended over 40 nights during faU
semester. The telefunds are conducted by
the Office of Development with the aid of
student employees. This faB 128 students
assisted in the effort.
The major fund enhanced through faB
telefunds was the Alumni Annual Fund,
Which supports scholarships, special
awards, departmental and research grants,
equipment purchases and activities of the
Alumni Association. Total pledges to the
Annual Fl..lld were $136,375. These gifts
came from more than 5,200 individuals.
Additional monies were raised for the
Parents Club. which this year is seeking to
fund a scholarship locating service to
benefit University students. Parents
pledged $83,546 during the telefunds, up
from $55,502 last year and $22,250 in
1985.
An adcitional $37,064 was pledged for
the Peregrine Society. which funds Alurmi
Book and Merit scholarships. Members of
the Peregrine Society are curent-year

Continued on PBQe 3

Bowing Green~ ErrW>ent Scholar has BTTived on canpus. Michael AJ. Rodgers, who wil be conducting his stucfes Bl the Center
for PhotochencaJ ScielJCeS, spent last week l.nPSCkitJO some of his BQUPnsnt. Some mataials wil remain in storage cntl
tenovalions are completed in his new labs. Rodgers Is joining the Univetsity sla/t from the Center for Fast Kinetics ResllBrch at
the University of Texas at Austh. He spa iplzes in laser flash pholDlysls.

McGraw resigns as dean of Firelands

Saturday, Jan. 16

(2·2558). Dwline.Jml. 21.
Soei11Pbffci9apbJ8ftd Po11CJ Center: Managing editor. Contact Fred Milar Jc. (2·2119).

~Jan.
22.
. .~ .
Contact Robert
Uu!wes•llt Grapbk: Aris Senlces; Graphic Artist. Academic yeac f...-lime.
•
Bcrt9f(2·2601}. Deadlne: Jan. 20.
.
U11l1allrt Union: Oireetorof central coofef'ef!Ce office and space ~(nts?""c~e<lSSOCl8)
0ea!.e~tiltt'9 ~Union f'lon-feod ~= Contaet Annmalie r.<:C.:J• · - - - .
.

writing of five books and more than 1 00
articles. In addition to being elected fellow
of many professional societies, he was
elected to the membership of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences in 1973. He held a
wide range of visiting appointments abroad
and served as a delegate to the National
Research Council.

Date book
ClaA• resumelorspring--'-.

Faculty/staffpositions

~ (2·2363).

The Ohio Board of Regents has
reconvnended $14.3 million for capital
improvements for the University.
Robert McGeein, director of capital
planning, said the state legislature still
has to review the recommendations, but
he is fairly confident the funds will be
approved. "'Historically the legislators
have not changed the regents'

Macintosh or IBM microcomputer with
creat card financing.

P1Rhasing Agent 2
PayRange30
Secmary I

OBOR recommends $14 million in capital improvements

ildvidual JUchases. Eligible faculty, staff
and students can now JUchase an Apple

The IBM order procedure has changed
dramatically. As with Apple purchases,
MasterCard and Visa are accepted, along
with American Express, and eventually
IBM's own credit card, wiD also be
accepted. Because IBM orders are placed
directly with a new area within IBM, cash
can no longer be used for an IBM
1Uchase. A bank check or money order is
required if credit cards are not used.
Delivery can be expected in three to four
weeks for an IBM purchase with the new
procedures.

January 18, 1988

Fine Arts Building set for addition

New system for computer buys
Service just recently went into effect for

Bowling Green State University

Dr. William A. McGraw announced last
week that he wil resign as dean of
r1rela11ds Colege effective July 1.
McGraw, who has headed the Colege
for three years, said he plans to stay as a
U-time faculty member at Firelai ids and
teach COITil1UliCatio and theatre. In
adcitiOI 1 to being dean, he holds the rank
of professor of h00\31 lities at the Hiron
campus.
In a letter to Fl'elands faculty, McGraw

said he was wsmpiy putting on a new hat''
and looked forward to "returning to the
classroom with the confidence that I can
contribute to the academic life of the
colege just as constructively as I may
have as an aclmil listrator...
Dr. Eloise E. Clark. vice president for
academic affairs, said that a se.cti for a
Sliccessor to McGraw wil begin
inmeciately. She expects the PoSition wil
be filed by July 1 .
Clark said that McGraw "has made
signficaut contributions in such areas as
.amaun innovation, JUSUt of ways to
reach more l'IOll ab acltioi 181 students,
revision of the Firelands govemai ice

doctnlents, reorgailizatioo of the student
advising system and in streiigthetlilig
relationships with the Hiion comrmnty,
the Firelands Advisory Board and area
educational institutions...
Last spring, Bowing Green's Board of
Trustees, at a meeting on the Fl'elands
campus, praised McGraw for "the
exciting things that are happening at
Fl'elands."
Since coming to Ftrelands in 1985,
McGraw developed the colege's own
convnencement program instead of
having graduates travel to Bowing Green
for graduation exercises; introduced a
<istingUshed speakers' leclu'e series
that has brought people such as UPI
reporter Helen Thomas and columniSt
Flichal d Reeves to campus; and began a
basketbal program at the school.
He also created a OistingUshed
Teacher Awn and instituted release
time for faculty members so that they can
conduct research activities. Duing the
past three years the services of the
Leaming Achie"8mellt Center have
grown and an affiiation between the Fine.

Arts Chamber Orchestra and Firelands
Colege has been established. He also
has been instnmental in creating a
foir-year rusing program in cooperation
with the The Medical Colege of Ohio and
introducing televised ause offerings.
Prior to coming to Fl'elands, McGraw
was dean of fine and performing arts at
Yomgstown State University for 1 0
years. He has been in higheredlication
aclmil lisbation the past 21 years and
before that was a faculty member at the
Colege of Wooster, the University of
Oregon and the University of Michigail.
McGraw has spent most of his career in
fine arts administration and edl catioi 181
theatre. At Fl'elands he has taught a
coirse in the besic Pl i ICiples of acting
and has always had a fondness for the
stage where he has played many leading
roles. He has also cWected many
productions and coached such
wel known actors as David Ogden Stiers
who plays Major Winchester on M.A.S.H.
and Howard Hesseman from "WKRP in
Cincirn lati."

Celebration to
commemorate
King's life

i

i

The lfe of Dr. Mlwtin Luther Ki1g Jr.
wil be celeblaled in a special program
al 6:30 p.m., Tuesday (Jan. 19).
Caled MA Caleb Blioo1 of a KING," the
PIQ\11811, which is open to al, wil be in
Prout Chapel.
A C3ldlelight vigil wil precede the
ce lebralion and wil begin at 5:45 p.m.
al the University Union. Those taking
pst in the vigil will march to Prout
Chapel for the COlll'liemoraliYe
Pl'Q\li81L

Music wil be provided by the Gospel

au md the progi an wil include

student speakers who wil describe the
mea lilig of Kiig's lfe to them.
Speeches of the Civil rights leader, who
was kiled In 1968, wil be given as well
as some skits about Kiig.
Boriig Green Mayor~ taer' wil
p.umau Tuesday as a day of
cdebialia1 of Kiig's lfe.

.

~.

.
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I

.
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Firelands recipient of $65,000

Four departmen·ts receive Academic Challenge grants
s

The Ohio 8oa'd of Regents haS amounced nearly 1 milion in Academic Challenge
grants fOl Bowling Green. The grants wil fLlld progrtvnS In f<XM' departments, Including
musical ans. computer scienee. psychology and biological sdeneeS.
In adcitlon. the regents announced A.-elands College received a Productivity
Improvement Chalenge Grant of $65,000 to be used to address the issueS of student
retention and customized training.
The $22.4 milion Academic Challenge program is part of the regents' Selective
Ex.celenCe strategy to reinforce existing strengths and seleetively develop others at the
state's public colleges and universities.
Challenge grants are designed to provide incentives to advance strong academic
programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels which address strategic needs of
the state. including its quality of life.
The Academic Challenge and the Productivity Improvement Challenge programs are
two of five components of the regents' Selective Excellence initiative. Others include the
EnWlent Scholar. Reseatch Challenge and Program Excellence Challenge programs.
At Bowling Green, the grant money wil be used in the folowing ways:
-Biological sciences received $367,480 for its proposal. The grant wiD be used to
further improve graduate education and research in genetics. The department's
objective is to enhance the overaD quality of the genetics program and to develop a
ooique area of specialization within genetics. which wiD distinguiSh the department at the

selection. motivation and evaluation to remain competitive and productive. Estabishing
formal relationships with local and state Olganlz.ationS wil benefit these Olganlz.ationS
while at the same time increase opportunities for basic and applied research pro;ects.
In addition. the funds wil support a program of visiting experts from the working field to
supplement the academic coursework of graduate students and improve faculty
awareness of problems and trends in organizations.
-Computer scienCeS received $235,289 in funding. The major program for the
Academic Challenge grant wiU be to enhance the basic research facilities and
capabities of the computer science department to conduct more software development
research. The funds wiD be used to establish a state-of-the-art research laboratory. to
add essential research personnel and to enhance the general level of support for the
exchange of research information.
-The College of Musical Arts plans to use its $227,999 for the Contemporary Music
program. A major function of the program is the sponsorship of the New Music and Art
Festival with its attendant radio and recording series. The funding wil alow for the
centralization of archival materials. the addition of CtXricular offerings in contemporary
music theory and the establishment of a program of visiting scholars, performers and

composers.

The grant also wiD fund equipment purchases for the electronic studio and provide a
technical engineer to maintain the euqipment and supervise all recordings of
contemporary music.
national level.
-Firelands CoDege will use its Productivity Improvement Chalenge Grant to aid the
The department also wiU use the funding to upgrade its facilities and equipment.
coBege in increasing student retention. particular1y among freshmen. A predictive
-The psychology department received $169 ,989 in grant money for its
. drop-out instrument wil be purchased and used to test incoming freshmen in order to
Industrial/Organization Psychology program. The funds wiU be used to enhanCe the
identify those who need academic assistance.
program's outreach to busineSS and industry. providing research apportunities to faculty
Funds from the grant also wil be used to send three faculty/staff members to attend
and graduate students. The UO program helps local and state organizationS in the
the national conference on retention during the summer of 1988.
private and public sector modernize and improve their approaches to employee

ASC submits contract changes
for review by president, trustees

Commentary
Editor. the Monitor.
In the last decade there has been an explosion of "writing across the curriculum"
programs on high school and colege campuses throughout the country. Close to half

needed.
Carek said 55 percent of the students
who enter the University wiD graduate. a
statistic that is above the 50 percent
national average. Most of the students who
leave college before graduating do it during
their freshman or sophomore years. Carek
said approximately 20 percent of Bowling
Green's freshmen do not return to the
University after their first year.
"Our committee wants to find out why
these students are not staying," Carek
said. "We want to get as much input into
this as poSS&ble. ••
In another report, Miguel Ornelas,
director of affirmative action and
handicapped services. said revisions are
being made in the hiring process for
classified employees. "We need to make
some corrections and changes to be in
compliance with the law... he said.

procedure.
Patrick Fitzgerald, ASC vice chair. said
the recommendations were prepared two
years ago, but were tabled temporarily.
After making some adjustments to the
proposal recenUy. members of ASC
decided to resubmit the recommendations.
"We decided the time was right to take a
second look at the proposal," Fitzgerald
said. "It will be reviewed by the pcesident,
and later by the Board of Trustees where
we hope it wiU be endorsed as ASC
J)IJlicy•••
Some of the proposed changes include .
the area of suspension where Fitzgerald
said the policy is currently vague. The
proposal clarifies the section and offers
better guidelines. Under renewal of
contract, additional reasons are given for
not renewing, and a grievance pr~ure
has been created for employees who have
worked at the University for more than
three years. The grievance procedure is to
ensure prompt resolution of complaints
regarding the terms and conditions of
employment. salary. benefits or other
job-related concerns.
In other business. Roman Carek. as
recently appointed chair of the Retention
Committee. reported on the committee's
work and goals. He said the 16-member

Sam Ramirez. employee relations
adviSer, who is WOlking on the project with
Ornelas, said the University wants to
increase the number of minority
applicationS on file while encouraging more
minorities to apply for positions. Ramirez
said it might mean fewer jobs being offered
to employees already in the University. and
departments wiU be asked to justify their
reasons for not hiring minorities when the
app6cants were available.

Exhibit to feature Korean pieces

Tom Klein
English

Commentary Policy
Monitor accepts letters to the editor for publication in the "Commentary" section.
Letters which introduce a new topic for campus dialogue must not exceed 800 words.
StJ>seQI ient letters submitted in response to a topic previously introdl iced must not
exceed 500 words. Al letters which exceed the aBowable length wil be reuned to the
author to condelise.
If a letter is submitted fOl publication in the Monitor, the author must affirm that it wil
not be published in any other campus publication until it has appeared in the Monitor.
Letters which are submitted simUtaneOUStY or have been previously published in theBG
Newswil be retused because both publicatioiis reach the taruty/staff audience.
It is expected that no member of the UniverSity commmity wil submit more than one
letter on 'E!n'J issue during a semester. At any time when two people have written on the
same issue, and one author has previously published a letter in the Monitor. odt the
letter written by the previously unpublished author r i be printed.
The deadine lo sutxnit letters id 5 p.m. Tuesday for pubiCation In the following
Monday's Monitor. Al letters must be signed and typed.

Faculty should submit proposals
Committee.

Guidelines and app.'ication procedures
are avaiable in each academic department
office or from the Office of the Vice
President fOl Academic Affairs.

$250 fOl developmental pro;ects that meet
the guidelines of the Faculty Development

important in keeping students at a
university and what improvements are

meeting. Changes are suggested in the
areas of rontract awarding, renewal,
suspension. termination and the grievance

of our coUeges and universities ( 4 7 percent) now have some kind of formal program to
train and encourage faculty from aD disciplines to use writing in their classes. A rather
SI ic:cessful plot by English faculty to get out of teaching composition? No, not at all.
What is it? Why is it happening now? Why should we pay attention?
The dramatic push to get our students to write-as weU as read and think-is probably
the result of a culture that is reading and writing less. and that is, as a result,
recognizing the cost of a dwindling functional and cultural 6teracy. We should pay
attention because the "Writing in the Classroom" program on this campus could make
teaching and learning easier and more effective. And. what's more, there is a fringe
benefit: faculty often become better writers themselves.
Writing across the disciplines programs recognize a majOr error that has been
committed in higher education for almost a century: relegating the sole responsibi6ty
for writing to English faculty. If writing is the responsibifity of the English department,
faculty from other cflSCiplines can and do neglect ·it.
But English faculty alone cannot teach writing. We know that writing is such a
complex cognitive act that it cannot possibly be taught in only two or three courses.
And we also know that writing is a powerful learning tool; it lets us manipulate our
thoughts on paper, a fact which makes it qualitatively different from speaking as a way
of learning. In short. writing provides numerous creative ways in which we can ask our
students to learn, ways most of us are not using.
Faculty generally hesitate to use writing more thoughtfully in their classes for two
reasons: a perceived lack of competence and time. But both of these barriers are false.
Faculty know a good deal about the habits of competent writers and are able, with a
little help. to communicate these insights and processes to students. And becoming
equipped to use writing in the classroom does not necessarily mean that faculty will
have to spend more time marking papers. Already more than 40 faculty on this campus
have discovered that after a two-day workshop, they could start immecfiately to
implement the principles behind "Writing in the Classroom." Not only that, many seem
genuinely excited about these new approaches to their cflSCiplines and feel a renewed
enthusiasm for their teaching.
The University is in its second year of offering "Writing in the Classroom" workshops
once a semester. Launched by Dr. Alice CalderoneUo. English, and supported by the
CoBege of Arts and Sciences. the English department and Dr. Eloise Clark. vice
president for academic affairs, the next two-day workshop wiU be held April B and 9 at
the Perrysburg Holiday Inn. If you are interested in attending both days (one-day
attendance is really insufficient). please call Diane Regan at 372-8542.

Fac:tAty are rert*lded that Monday. Feb.
1 iS the deldne fOl submission of
proposals for Fac:tAty DeYelopment Grants.
These grants are given in ~ts above

committee is developing a retention plan
and will try to determine what factors are

Adminisb ative Staff Council approved a
reconvnendation for proposal changes in
administrative staff contracts at its Jan. 7

this coming together of cultures and we
hope that this wiU lead to an increase of

Bamboo. silk thread and Mir are some of
the unusual materials used by Korean
metalsmiths in making such common
objects as jewelry. tea sets and vases.
In anticipation of the 1988 Summer
Olympics in Seoul. Korea, the University iS
sponsoring an exhibition and workshop
featuring the exquisite work of Korean

metalsmiths.
"Olympian Effort: Korean Metalsmiths
Today," the first major group exhibition of
contempoary Korean metalwork in the
United States. wiU be shown Feb. 1-19 at
the Fllle Arts Gallefy. The two-day
workshop is scheduled at the School of Art
on Feb. 6·7.
The exhibit is being curated by Marilyn
Griewank da Silva and Jack da Silva and
c:oorOOated by Jacqueline Nathan, director
of the Fine Arts Ga1ery.
Nearly two years ago, eight American
metalsmithS were Invited to participate in a
wor1a;hop at Kool<min UniverSity in Seoul.
Bowling Green is the first American
univerSity to host a reciprocal workshop
and exhibit, &CCOi diug to Nathm'I.
"These events r i provide a unique
fonMn for American and South Korean
artists to exchange new and different ideas
and techniqueS. We are very excited about

international visitation between artists,"
Nathan said.
N"ine Korean metalsmiths wiD each exhibit
several works of art made of such precioUS
metat; as gold and sterling silver. Six of the
artists wil demonstrate advanced and
innovative Korean metalsmithing
techniques at the two-day workshop.
Each metalsmith has shown work in
numerous exhibitionS and many have
received honors, including Fulbright Hays
grants, British Crafts Council grants and
awards from the Korean National Industrial
Oesi!Jt Exhibition.
A side presentation about Korean
met:alsmithing wil be shown at 7 p.m. Feb.
5 at the School of Art. An opening
reception for the Korean artists wil folow
in the Fine Arts Galery from 8-10 p.m. that
day. Postl;'l'S and ilustrated catalogs wil be

available at the galery.
lncividuals interested in attending the
two-day workshop must register in
advance. There is a $45 iegistlatiOl'I fee.
For more infonnation about the workshop,
contact Nathan at Bowling Green's School
of Art. Bowling Green. Ohio 43403, Ol
phone (419) 372•2786.

Parrish helps rekindle Valley Forge fires
Jay P.-rish, geology, ls trying to stir up
some old f1res at Ve/ley FOlge National
P.X. And if he is successful, he's going
to make some Park archeologists very
happy.
Parrish Is putting the fuial touches on
his findings of a project he began a year
ago with a grant from the National Park
Setvice. Basicaly, he hopes to tea the
archeologists exactly where George
Washington's troops camped in Valey
Forge from late ran of 1777 to spring of
1778.
How does a geologist know where to
locate foundations in a 21 0-year-old
campsite that no longer exists? Parrish
said it required some new techniques.
Historians and archeologists can
theorize from historical data
approximately where the Revolutionary
War soldiers might have built their huts
and where the encampment's boundries
are. According to historical data, the _
soldiers were given 12 nails and one ax to
use in building each hut, leaving little
metal in them to help trace their locationS.
Washington ordered that the huts be built
in neat, straight rows. But as artifacts are
found, it appears the soldiers disregarded
the orders and built the huts in disorderly
lines. "From what we can tea, it was
probably very slum-like," Parrish said.
But precise locations have been
<ifficult to determine. After the troops
abandoned Valey FOlge, the land
reverted to farmland. Parrish said the
grounds have been altered over the years
by people seMchlng for a Hfa..."ts and by
Park structures and par1<ing lots. In the
1960s, Boy Scouts camped in the park
digging trenches and destroying
•
landmarils that might help archeologists
pinpoint exactly where the troops 6ved.
Parrish said if historians reaDy were
determined to locate the foundations of
the old huts, they could just dig up the
entire Park. But a sacred rule in
archeology is to disturb the land only
where necessary in order to make the
area accessible to Mure archeologists.
"So when an archeologist starts cfigging,
he wants to be pretty sure he's going to
find something there," Parrish said. ''That
is what my project was aD about. I was
trying to pinpoint their digs."
By digitizing and enhancing a 1950
black-and-white air photo of the park that
predates the Boy Schoutjamborees.
Parrish was able to trace Hnear patterns in
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When Or. Richard Bowers. Student
Recreation Center, and his colleague Merle
L Foss of the University of Michigan
initialy agreed to write the fourth edition of
The Physiological Basis of Physieal
Education and Athletics. they didn't realize
the scope of their challenge. The two-year
project not only meant updating and
expanding the book's information content,
but also writing the material in the same
style and simplicity of the original authors.
"That was the hard
part," Bowers said.
·'They (authors
Edward Fox and O.K.
Mathews) had the
wondefflA ability of
taking a complex
subject and writing it
in a way that was
easy to understand.
We tried to update
the book in that same
Richard Bowers

manner.··

Jay Panish looks at some of the
data he colected at Valey Forge
Na1ional Parle in Pennsylvania
where he helped determine the
location of huts used by troops
21 OYeatS ago. At another site in
the Parle. (Inset) huts have been
reconstructed indicating how th6
canp might have appeared in
1777 and 1778.

a particular section of the Park, which
may correspond to hut foundations. The
random dots that appear in the photos
could be the remainS of the fireplaces
located in each hut.
"A fireplace slightly alters the magnetic
field of the clay, which makes it a cfrfferent
color in the photo." Parrish said.
He also was able to make discoveries
by examining the Park's grass. Certain
areas contain excessive amounts of
calcium, phosphorous and potassium.
Parrish reasons that these areas might
overtie the former hearths or areas where
the soldiers threw their garbage. Food
bones and other garbage would enrich
the ground in these elements.
''VaAey Forge probably wasn't much of

a pretty sight," Parrish said. "Apparently
the troops threw their garbage between
the buildings rather than take it to one
dumping ground. It is known that
Washington sent letters teBing the
soldiers to clean up the area by spring
because it had gotten pretty bad, and
probably pretty smeDy.''
Parrish said he won't know if his data is
on target until archeologists try !figging in
the areas he has pinpointed, but he is
fairty confident they wiU find something.
His data was coUected during two visits to
the Park last January and March. Aiding
him in his research were graduate
students Tom Benko, Brian Jeffs, Fred
Holzel, Martin Cohen and Frank
Machesky.

BGRA program attractive to donors

Pretzers make donation--and benefit too
1

Wallace and Diane Pretzer recently made
a substantial
to the University.
planned a lifetime 1ncome for themselves
and saved a bundle on taxes-·all at the
same time
The
·
.
Pretzers have enrolled ITT the BGSU
Foundation's "'BGRA" pr ram
According to John F~ de~elopment.
the BGRA is the foundation's answer to the
demise of the tax·free IRA which lost its
tax-exempt status for many people in the
1986 tax reform legislation. It provides two
charitable annuity plans-a deferred
payment option and an immediate annuity.
"The major difference between the two

C:OO~bution

plans is in the rate of return " Fogel said
··A deferred annuity
that the
·
money be invested at least a year-and
usuaDy several years-before ~yment is
made. When payments do begm, however,
they are at a higher rate of return ••
.
· .
is~==t:'1= :rs~:mnty plan
payments begin immecfiat
In addition to providing
income

requir~

~~time
.
.
and : e~the :e~ ~~C::::
and

.

.

on .

way for individuais to make a substantial gift
to the University Fogel said Upon the
death of
and the

the~

~g

Ardell discusses healthy lives
Developing a health personal lifestyle wil
be the subject of a talk Jan. 25 by Dr.
Donak:I Ardell, who iS credited with hel .
sat the Welness movement in this pmg
COlS1try.

His appem-snea will martc the beginning
of Club88, a Student Recreation
Center-sponsored progi am, designed to
boost the fitness lifestyle of University

Grand 8*oom of the University Union.

students. However, his talk wil be geared
to people of al ages loomg for ways to
improve their physical and mental outlook

The talk Is free and open to the pubic.

in lfe.

An:lell, whose talks are spiced with

tunor, wil speak at 8 p.m. in the Lenhart

Forum luncheon to feature King
Dr. Patricia King. education, r i be the
speaker at the Colege of Arts and
Sciences' FonMn luncheon Jan. 25.
King wil dsQ ISS her research in the area
of aftical tNnlcing and reasoned judgments
in her presentation entitled, "The
Development of Critical Reasoning in the
Colege Years.·· The luncheon begins at

Bowers aides
in updating
successful book

12:30 p.m. in the AkJrnni Room of the
University Union. Reselvations for the
$4.25 meal must be made by Wednesday
(Jan. 20).

ben fiCiary the
·
·
to ftie
of the gift
Th p tz
·
· ·· ·
e re ers said their gift is a way of
showing their support for Bowr1ng Green.
They ha!in"t planned in advance t 0
oU ·
the BGRA
f
enr m
1
program. n act, until last month
~had never even heard abo~ the plan.
o_ some ~x_ten~.~ whole thing was a
question
languages, said. I had JUSt received a note

bei!gs

tJ::~

==

of~: ~e. ~ce

teling us o_f a certificate of
~ maturing._ Then I read an
~onitordescnbing the ~RA
like something we
'We had planned to leave something for
the University in our wiDs, but when we saw
this plan, we felt it was ideal for us."
Fogel noted that by choosing the 8GRA
rather than a charitable gift via a wil, the
Pretzers are able to save on their taxes for
the ful life expectancy as weD as exclude
the annUty from the final estate tax. They
also have the option of designating the
foods which the University wil receive and
plan to earmark those for something related
to international students.
That's an area in which both are involved:
Diane is c:ll* of the romance languages
department and Walace, English, teaches
Engish as a second language to
international students. He joined the faculty
in" 1963; she came a year earlier. The
Pretzers maried in 1966 and have
considered the University their Mhome"

.
.
article 11'1

:!:

:'interes=~

ever since,
lncividuals who wish to hear lhe speaJcer
but who are i.n~ to attend the luncheon
may join the Forun at 1 p.m.

Adcitioual information about the BGRA
cm be obtai led by contacting Fogel at
372-2701.

The book was first published in 1971 and
enjoyed immediate si iccess in graduate
and upper level undergraduate COtXSes at
universities across the country. It was
frequently updated with new editions until
Fox's death. When a fourth edition became
necessary, Bowers and Foss were
contracted to do the work. Both men had
been friends and coleagues of Fox's for
many years.
Although it was the first time Bowers had
ever worked on a book project, he said he
was able to ease into It because he had
used the textbook for his dasses at
Bowling Green. "In ad<frtion, I was in the
same graduate seminar with Ed Fox years
ago where many of the topics were
covered that formed the basis of his book.
Mathews was the professor of the
senlinar.''
Bowers and Foss explain in the book"s
preface that the fourth edition was written
for the physical educator and coach.
AdditionaDy. they said those individuals
involved in fitness testing and counseling
also may find useful thoughts and concepts
in the book. "Presenting those essential
materials that wiU help ensure the safe and
sensible conduct of not only sport and
physical education programs but also
physical fitness programs have been a
primary purpose for completing this
edition ... they said.
Ma;or topical additions and updates
indude material in metabolism, muscle fiber
typing, cardiorespiratory control
mechanisms, ergogenic aids and drugs in
sport, exercise in the cold, the female
athlete, exercise and training for fitness
and health, and endocrine responses to
exercise. New ilustrations were added and
aD the art was reworked for a uniform

appearance.
"It is our hope that students will be
chaDenged to learn the scientific or
physiological reasons for training and

conditioning," Bowers and Foss wrote.
"Further, it is our hope that students can
themselves eventualy chaDenge current
concepts and provide new and insightful
information for the future.··

Auditions planned
Auditions fOl "A Moon for the
Misbegotten" by Eugene O'Neil will be
held at 7 p.m. Jan. 19 and 20 in 400
University Hal. The play wi1 be produced
at 8 p.m. March 9-12 in the Joe E. Brown

Theatre.
Auditions are open to al interested
persons from the campus and conmooity.
FOl additional information contact the

theatre depm1ment at 372-2222.

Telefund

trom page

1

donors who pledge a second gift
eamarked for the special scholarship fund.
This fal a record 1,652 incividuals pledged
dt.mg the Peregr ioe telefund.
Fal telehnis also benefitted the
University's Alunni Chapter Scholarship
program. Ak.mni pledged $13,065 toward
individual chapter scholmship BCCOU'lts in
Arizona, Atlanta. Chicago, Dalas, Fort
Myers. Houston, TampaandthePacific
Northwest.
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Firelands recipient of $65,000

Four departmen·ts receive Academic Challenge grants
s

The Ohio 8oa'd of Regents haS amounced nearly 1 milion in Academic Challenge
grants fOl Bowling Green. The grants wil fLlld progrtvnS In f<XM' departments, Including
musical ans. computer scienee. psychology and biological sdeneeS.
In adcitlon. the regents announced A.-elands College received a Productivity
Improvement Chalenge Grant of $65,000 to be used to address the issueS of student
retention and customized training.
The $22.4 milion Academic Challenge program is part of the regents' Selective
Ex.celenCe strategy to reinforce existing strengths and seleetively develop others at the
state's public colleges and universities.
Challenge grants are designed to provide incentives to advance strong academic
programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels which address strategic needs of
the state. including its quality of life.
The Academic Challenge and the Productivity Improvement Challenge programs are
two of five components of the regents' Selective Excellence initiative. Others include the
EnWlent Scholar. Reseatch Challenge and Program Excellence Challenge programs.
At Bowling Green, the grant money wil be used in the folowing ways:
-Biological sciences received $367,480 for its proposal. The grant wiD be used to
further improve graduate education and research in genetics. The department's
objective is to enhance the overaD quality of the genetics program and to develop a
ooique area of specialization within genetics. which wiD distinguiSh the department at the

selection. motivation and evaluation to remain competitive and productive. Estabishing
formal relationships with local and state Olganlz.ationS wil benefit these Olganlz.ationS
while at the same time increase opportunities for basic and applied research pro;ects.
In addition. the funds wil support a program of visiting experts from the working field to
supplement the academic coursework of graduate students and improve faculty
awareness of problems and trends in organizations.
-Computer scienCeS received $235,289 in funding. The major program for the
Academic Challenge grant wiU be to enhance the basic research facilities and
capabities of the computer science department to conduct more software development
research. The funds wiD be used to establish a state-of-the-art research laboratory. to
add essential research personnel and to enhance the general level of support for the
exchange of research information.
-The College of Musical Arts plans to use its $227,999 for the Contemporary Music
program. A major function of the program is the sponsorship of the New Music and Art
Festival with its attendant radio and recording series. The funding wil alow for the
centralization of archival materials. the addition of CtXricular offerings in contemporary
music theory and the establishment of a program of visiting scholars, performers and

composers.

The grant also wiD fund equipment purchases for the electronic studio and provide a
technical engineer to maintain the euqipment and supervise all recordings of
contemporary music.
national level.
-Firelands CoDege will use its Productivity Improvement Chalenge Grant to aid the
The department also wiU use the funding to upgrade its facilities and equipment.
coBege in increasing student retention. particular1y among freshmen. A predictive
-The psychology department received $169 ,989 in grant money for its
. drop-out instrument wil be purchased and used to test incoming freshmen in order to
Industrial/Organization Psychology program. The funds wiU be used to enhanCe the
identify those who need academic assistance.
program's outreach to busineSS and industry. providing research apportunities to faculty
Funds from the grant also wil be used to send three faculty/staff members to attend
and graduate students. The UO program helps local and state organizationS in the
the national conference on retention during the summer of 1988.
private and public sector modernize and improve their approaches to employee

ASC submits contract changes
for review by president, trustees

Commentary
Editor. the Monitor.
In the last decade there has been an explosion of "writing across the curriculum"
programs on high school and colege campuses throughout the country. Close to half

needed.
Carek said 55 percent of the students
who enter the University wiD graduate. a
statistic that is above the 50 percent
national average. Most of the students who
leave college before graduating do it during
their freshman or sophomore years. Carek
said approximately 20 percent of Bowling
Green's freshmen do not return to the
University after their first year.
"Our committee wants to find out why
these students are not staying," Carek
said. "We want to get as much input into
this as poSS&ble. ••
In another report, Miguel Ornelas,
director of affirmative action and
handicapped services. said revisions are
being made in the hiring process for
classified employees. "We need to make
some corrections and changes to be in
compliance with the law... he said.

procedure.
Patrick Fitzgerald, ASC vice chair. said
the recommendations were prepared two
years ago, but were tabled temporarily.
After making some adjustments to the
proposal recenUy. members of ASC
decided to resubmit the recommendations.
"We decided the time was right to take a
second look at the proposal," Fitzgerald
said. "It will be reviewed by the pcesident,
and later by the Board of Trustees where
we hope it wiU be endorsed as ASC
J)IJlicy•••
Some of the proposed changes include .
the area of suspension where Fitzgerald
said the policy is currently vague. The
proposal clarifies the section and offers
better guidelines. Under renewal of
contract, additional reasons are given for
not renewing, and a grievance pr~ure
has been created for employees who have
worked at the University for more than
three years. The grievance procedure is to
ensure prompt resolution of complaints
regarding the terms and conditions of
employment. salary. benefits or other
job-related concerns.
In other business. Roman Carek. as
recently appointed chair of the Retention
Committee. reported on the committee's
work and goals. He said the 16-member

Sam Ramirez. employee relations
adviSer, who is WOlking on the project with
Ornelas, said the University wants to
increase the number of minority
applicationS on file while encouraging more
minorities to apply for positions. Ramirez
said it might mean fewer jobs being offered
to employees already in the University. and
departments wiU be asked to justify their
reasons for not hiring minorities when the
app6cants were available.

Exhibit to feature Korean pieces

Tom Klein
English

Commentary Policy
Monitor accepts letters to the editor for publication in the "Commentary" section.
Letters which introduce a new topic for campus dialogue must not exceed 800 words.
StJ>seQI ient letters submitted in response to a topic previously introdl iced must not
exceed 500 words. Al letters which exceed the aBowable length wil be reuned to the
author to condelise.
If a letter is submitted fOl publication in the Monitor, the author must affirm that it wil
not be published in any other campus publication until it has appeared in the Monitor.
Letters which are submitted simUtaneOUStY or have been previously published in theBG
Newswil be retused because both publicatioiis reach the taruty/staff audience.
It is expected that no member of the UniverSity commmity wil submit more than one
letter on 'E!n'J issue during a semester. At any time when two people have written on the
same issue, and one author has previously published a letter in the Monitor. odt the
letter written by the previously unpublished author r i be printed.
The deadine lo sutxnit letters id 5 p.m. Tuesday for pubiCation In the following
Monday's Monitor. Al letters must be signed and typed.

Faculty should submit proposals
Committee.

Guidelines and app.'ication procedures
are avaiable in each academic department
office or from the Office of the Vice
President fOl Academic Affairs.

$250 fOl developmental pro;ects that meet
the guidelines of the Faculty Development

important in keeping students at a
university and what improvements are

meeting. Changes are suggested in the
areas of rontract awarding, renewal,
suspension. termination and the grievance

of our coUeges and universities ( 4 7 percent) now have some kind of formal program to
train and encourage faculty from aD disciplines to use writing in their classes. A rather
SI ic:cessful plot by English faculty to get out of teaching composition? No, not at all.
What is it? Why is it happening now? Why should we pay attention?
The dramatic push to get our students to write-as weU as read and think-is probably
the result of a culture that is reading and writing less. and that is, as a result,
recognizing the cost of a dwindling functional and cultural 6teracy. We should pay
attention because the "Writing in the Classroom" program on this campus could make
teaching and learning easier and more effective. And. what's more, there is a fringe
benefit: faculty often become better writers themselves.
Writing across the disciplines programs recognize a majOr error that has been
committed in higher education for almost a century: relegating the sole responsibi6ty
for writing to English faculty. If writing is the responsibifity of the English department,
faculty from other cflSCiplines can and do neglect ·it.
But English faculty alone cannot teach writing. We know that writing is such a
complex cognitive act that it cannot possibly be taught in only two or three courses.
And we also know that writing is a powerful learning tool; it lets us manipulate our
thoughts on paper, a fact which makes it qualitatively different from speaking as a way
of learning. In short. writing provides numerous creative ways in which we can ask our
students to learn, ways most of us are not using.
Faculty generally hesitate to use writing more thoughtfully in their classes for two
reasons: a perceived lack of competence and time. But both of these barriers are false.
Faculty know a good deal about the habits of competent writers and are able, with a
little help. to communicate these insights and processes to students. And becoming
equipped to use writing in the classroom does not necessarily mean that faculty will
have to spend more time marking papers. Already more than 40 faculty on this campus
have discovered that after a two-day workshop, they could start immecfiately to
implement the principles behind "Writing in the Classroom." Not only that, many seem
genuinely excited about these new approaches to their cflSCiplines and feel a renewed
enthusiasm for their teaching.
The University is in its second year of offering "Writing in the Classroom" workshops
once a semester. Launched by Dr. Alice CalderoneUo. English, and supported by the
CoBege of Arts and Sciences. the English department and Dr. Eloise Clark. vice
president for academic affairs, the next two-day workshop wiU be held April B and 9 at
the Perrysburg Holiday Inn. If you are interested in attending both days (one-day
attendance is really insufficient). please call Diane Regan at 372-8542.

Fac:tAty are rert*lded that Monday. Feb.
1 iS the deldne fOl submission of
proposals for Fac:tAty DeYelopment Grants.
These grants are given in ~ts above

committee is developing a retention plan
and will try to determine what factors are

Adminisb ative Staff Council approved a
reconvnendation for proposal changes in
administrative staff contracts at its Jan. 7

this coming together of cultures and we
hope that this wiU lead to an increase of

Bamboo. silk thread and Mir are some of
the unusual materials used by Korean
metalsmiths in making such common
objects as jewelry. tea sets and vases.
In anticipation of the 1988 Summer
Olympics in Seoul. Korea, the University iS
sponsoring an exhibition and workshop
featuring the exquisite work of Korean

metalsmiths.
"Olympian Effort: Korean Metalsmiths
Today," the first major group exhibition of
contempoary Korean metalwork in the
United States. wiU be shown Feb. 1-19 at
the Fllle Arts Gallefy. The two-day
workshop is scheduled at the School of Art
on Feb. 6·7.
The exhibit is being curated by Marilyn
Griewank da Silva and Jack da Silva and
c:oorOOated by Jacqueline Nathan, director
of the Fine Arts Ga1ery.
Nearly two years ago, eight American
metalsmithS were Invited to participate in a
wor1a;hop at Kool<min UniverSity in Seoul.
Bowling Green is the first American
univerSity to host a reciprocal workshop
and exhibit, &CCOi diug to Nathm'I.
"These events r i provide a unique
fonMn for American and South Korean
artists to exchange new and different ideas
and techniqueS. We are very excited about

international visitation between artists,"
Nathan said.
N"ine Korean metalsmiths wiD each exhibit
several works of art made of such precioUS
metat; as gold and sterling silver. Six of the
artists wil demonstrate advanced and
innovative Korean metalsmithing
techniques at the two-day workshop.
Each metalsmith has shown work in
numerous exhibitionS and many have
received honors, including Fulbright Hays
grants, British Crafts Council grants and
awards from the Korean National Industrial
Oesi!Jt Exhibition.
A side presentation about Korean
met:alsmithing wil be shown at 7 p.m. Feb.
5 at the School of Art. An opening
reception for the Korean artists wil folow
in the Fine Arts Galery from 8-10 p.m. that
day. Postl;'l'S and ilustrated catalogs wil be

available at the galery.
lncividuals interested in attending the
two-day workshop must register in
advance. There is a $45 iegistlatiOl'I fee.
For more infonnation about the workshop,
contact Nathan at Bowling Green's School
of Art. Bowling Green. Ohio 43403, Ol
phone (419) 372•2786.

Parrish helps rekindle Valley Forge fires
Jay P.-rish, geology, ls trying to stir up
some old f1res at Ve/ley FOlge National
P.X. And if he is successful, he's going
to make some Park archeologists very
happy.
Parrish Is putting the fuial touches on
his findings of a project he began a year
ago with a grant from the National Park
Setvice. Basicaly, he hopes to tea the
archeologists exactly where George
Washington's troops camped in Valey
Forge from late ran of 1777 to spring of
1778.
How does a geologist know where to
locate foundations in a 21 0-year-old
campsite that no longer exists? Parrish
said it required some new techniques.
Historians and archeologists can
theorize from historical data
approximately where the Revolutionary
War soldiers might have built their huts
and where the encampment's boundries
are. According to historical data, the _
soldiers were given 12 nails and one ax to
use in building each hut, leaving little
metal in them to help trace their locationS.
Washington ordered that the huts be built
in neat, straight rows. But as artifacts are
found, it appears the soldiers disregarded
the orders and built the huts in disorderly
lines. "From what we can tea, it was
probably very slum-like," Parrish said.
But precise locations have been
<ifficult to determine. After the troops
abandoned Valey FOlge, the land
reverted to farmland. Parrish said the
grounds have been altered over the years
by people seMchlng for a Hfa..."ts and by
Park structures and par1<ing lots. In the
1960s, Boy Scouts camped in the park
digging trenches and destroying
•
landmarils that might help archeologists
pinpoint exactly where the troops 6ved.
Parrish said if historians reaDy were
determined to locate the foundations of
the old huts, they could just dig up the
entire Park. But a sacred rule in
archeology is to disturb the land only
where necessary in order to make the
area accessible to Mure archeologists.
"So when an archeologist starts cfigging,
he wants to be pretty sure he's going to
find something there," Parrish said. ''That
is what my project was aD about. I was
trying to pinpoint their digs."
By digitizing and enhancing a 1950
black-and-white air photo of the park that
predates the Boy Schoutjamborees.
Parrish was able to trace Hnear patterns in
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When Or. Richard Bowers. Student
Recreation Center, and his colleague Merle
L Foss of the University of Michigan
initialy agreed to write the fourth edition of
The Physiological Basis of Physieal
Education and Athletics. they didn't realize
the scope of their challenge. The two-year
project not only meant updating and
expanding the book's information content,
but also writing the material in the same
style and simplicity of the original authors.
"That was the hard
part," Bowers said.
·'They (authors
Edward Fox and O.K.
Mathews) had the
wondefflA ability of
taking a complex
subject and writing it
in a way that was
easy to understand.
We tried to update
the book in that same
Richard Bowers

manner.··

Jay Panish looks at some of the
data he colected at Valey Forge
Na1ional Parle in Pennsylvania
where he helped determine the
location of huts used by troops
21 OYeatS ago. At another site in
the Parle. (Inset) huts have been
reconstructed indicating how th6
canp might have appeared in
1777 and 1778.

a particular section of the Park, which
may correspond to hut foundations. The
random dots that appear in the photos
could be the remainS of the fireplaces
located in each hut.
"A fireplace slightly alters the magnetic
field of the clay, which makes it a cfrfferent
color in the photo." Parrish said.
He also was able to make discoveries
by examining the Park's grass. Certain
areas contain excessive amounts of
calcium, phosphorous and potassium.
Parrish reasons that these areas might
overtie the former hearths or areas where
the soldiers threw their garbage. Food
bones and other garbage would enrich
the ground in these elements.
''VaAey Forge probably wasn't much of

a pretty sight," Parrish said. "Apparently
the troops threw their garbage between
the buildings rather than take it to one
dumping ground. It is known that
Washington sent letters teBing the
soldiers to clean up the area by spring
because it had gotten pretty bad, and
probably pretty smeDy.''
Parrish said he won't know if his data is
on target until archeologists try !figging in
the areas he has pinpointed, but he is
fairty confident they wiU find something.
His data was coUected during two visits to
the Park last January and March. Aiding
him in his research were graduate
students Tom Benko, Brian Jeffs, Fred
Holzel, Martin Cohen and Frank
Machesky.

BGRA program attractive to donors

Pretzers make donation--and benefit too
1

Wallace and Diane Pretzer recently made
a substantial
to the University.
planned a lifetime 1ncome for themselves
and saved a bundle on taxes-·all at the
same time
The
·
.
Pretzers have enrolled ITT the BGSU
Foundation's "'BGRA" pr ram
According to John F~ de~elopment.
the BGRA is the foundation's answer to the
demise of the tax·free IRA which lost its
tax-exempt status for many people in the
1986 tax reform legislation. It provides two
charitable annuity plans-a deferred
payment option and an immediate annuity.
"The major difference between the two

C:OO~bution

plans is in the rate of return " Fogel said
··A deferred annuity
that the
·
money be invested at least a year-and
usuaDy several years-before ~yment is
made. When payments do begm, however,
they are at a higher rate of return ••
.
· .
is~==t:'1= :rs~:mnty plan
payments begin immecfiat
In addition to providing
income

requir~

~~time
.
.
and : e~the :e~ ~~C::::
and

.

.

on .

way for individuais to make a substantial gift
to the University Fogel said Upon the
death of
and the

the~

~g

Ardell discusses healthy lives
Developing a health personal lifestyle wil
be the subject of a talk Jan. 25 by Dr.
Donak:I Ardell, who iS credited with hel .
sat the Welness movement in this pmg
COlS1try.

His appem-snea will martc the beginning
of Club88, a Student Recreation
Center-sponsored progi am, designed to
boost the fitness lifestyle of University

Grand 8*oom of the University Union.

students. However, his talk wil be geared
to people of al ages loomg for ways to
improve their physical and mental outlook

The talk Is free and open to the pubic.

in lfe.

An:lell, whose talks are spiced with

tunor, wil speak at 8 p.m. in the Lenhart

Forum luncheon to feature King
Dr. Patricia King. education, r i be the
speaker at the Colege of Arts and
Sciences' FonMn luncheon Jan. 25.
King wil dsQ ISS her research in the area
of aftical tNnlcing and reasoned judgments
in her presentation entitled, "The
Development of Critical Reasoning in the
Colege Years.·· The luncheon begins at

Bowers aides
in updating
successful book

12:30 p.m. in the AkJrnni Room of the
University Union. Reselvations for the
$4.25 meal must be made by Wednesday
(Jan. 20).

ben fiCiary the
·
·
to ftie
of the gift
Th p tz
·
· ·· ·
e re ers said their gift is a way of
showing their support for Bowr1ng Green.
They ha!in"t planned in advance t 0
oU ·
the BGRA
f
enr m
1
program. n act, until last month
~had never even heard abo~ the plan.
o_ some ~x_ten~.~ whole thing was a
question
languages, said. I had JUSt received a note

bei!gs

tJ::~

==

of~: ~e. ~ce

teling us o_f a certificate of
~ maturing._ Then I read an
~onitordescnbing the ~RA
like something we
'We had planned to leave something for
the University in our wiDs, but when we saw
this plan, we felt it was ideal for us."
Fogel noted that by choosing the 8GRA
rather than a charitable gift via a wil, the
Pretzers are able to save on their taxes for
the ful life expectancy as weD as exclude
the annUty from the final estate tax. They
also have the option of designating the
foods which the University wil receive and
plan to earmark those for something related
to international students.
That's an area in which both are involved:
Diane is c:ll* of the romance languages
department and Walace, English, teaches
Engish as a second language to
international students. He joined the faculty
in" 1963; she came a year earlier. The
Pretzers maried in 1966 and have
considered the University their Mhome"

.
.
article 11'1

:!:

:'interes=~

ever since,
lncividuals who wish to hear lhe speaJcer
but who are i.n~ to attend the luncheon
may join the Forun at 1 p.m.

Adcitioual information about the BGRA
cm be obtai led by contacting Fogel at
372-2701.

The book was first published in 1971 and
enjoyed immediate si iccess in graduate
and upper level undergraduate COtXSes at
universities across the country. It was
frequently updated with new editions until
Fox's death. When a fourth edition became
necessary, Bowers and Foss were
contracted to do the work. Both men had
been friends and coleagues of Fox's for
many years.
Although it was the first time Bowers had
ever worked on a book project, he said he
was able to ease into It because he had
used the textbook for his dasses at
Bowling Green. "In ad<frtion, I was in the
same graduate seminar with Ed Fox years
ago where many of the topics were
covered that formed the basis of his book.
Mathews was the professor of the
senlinar.''
Bowers and Foss explain in the book"s
preface that the fourth edition was written
for the physical educator and coach.
AdditionaDy. they said those individuals
involved in fitness testing and counseling
also may find useful thoughts and concepts
in the book. "Presenting those essential
materials that wiU help ensure the safe and
sensible conduct of not only sport and
physical education programs but also
physical fitness programs have been a
primary purpose for completing this
edition ... they said.
Ma;or topical additions and updates
indude material in metabolism, muscle fiber
typing, cardiorespiratory control
mechanisms, ergogenic aids and drugs in
sport, exercise in the cold, the female
athlete, exercise and training for fitness
and health, and endocrine responses to
exercise. New ilustrations were added and
aD the art was reworked for a uniform

appearance.
"It is our hope that students will be
chaDenged to learn the scientific or
physiological reasons for training and

conditioning," Bowers and Foss wrote.
"Further, it is our hope that students can
themselves eventualy chaDenge current
concepts and provide new and insightful
information for the future.··

Auditions planned
Auditions fOl "A Moon for the
Misbegotten" by Eugene O'Neil will be
held at 7 p.m. Jan. 19 and 20 in 400
University Hal. The play wi1 be produced
at 8 p.m. March 9-12 in the Joe E. Brown

Theatre.
Auditions are open to al interested
persons from the campus and conmooity.
FOl additional information contact the

theatre depm1ment at 372-2222.

Telefund

trom page

1

donors who pledge a second gift
eamarked for the special scholarship fund.
This fal a record 1,652 incividuals pledged
dt.mg the Peregr ioe telefund.
Fal telehnis also benefitted the
University's Alunni Chapter Scholarship
program. Ak.mni pledged $13,065 toward
individual chapter scholmship BCCOU'lts in
Arizona, Atlanta. Chicago, Dalas, Fort
Myers. Houston, TampaandthePacific
Northwest.
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Date book
Monday, Jan.18
Greduale Student Art Edllbltlon, Gallery.
Fine Arts Building, ttvough Friday (Jan. 22).
Gaiety hcusare 9 am.-4:30 p.m. weekdays
and 2-5 p.m. Su'ldays. Free. The gaiety wil be
dosed Monday (Jan. 18).

Tuesday,Jan.19
CfaNifled Staff Council Meeting, 9 a.m.,
Taft Room, University Union.
F.c:ulty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m.,
Assembly Room, McFal Center.
M8rtln Luther King eocnm-•tion, "A
Celeb'alion of a KING," 6:30 p.m., Prout
Chapel. A candleiglt vigil wil precede the
program al 5:45 p.m. starting at the University
lbon.
Auditions, foe "A Moon foe the Misbegotten,"
7 p.m., 400 Unive1$ity Hal. ()pen to al
interested persons from the campus and
commuiity.
Auditions. foe" An Evening with Dorothy
Plwker :· 7 p.m .• 402 University Hal. ()pen to al
ilterested persons from the campus and
commuiity.
Progreuin Student Orpnlntlon llMting,
8 p.m., United Ctvistian Felowship Center. 313
TtusOO. Foe more information. cal 352-7534.

\Yednesday,Jan.20
Unclergr8du8te Council lleetlng, 1 :30 p.m .•
AUmi Room. University Union.
People for AKl81 Justice llMUng, 1 :30
p.m., Facuty l.oooge, University Union.
WOfbllop, by Dr. Jane Galop, humal oities,
Rice University. wil discuss chapter frve of The
Daughter's Seduction, 1:30 p.m .• Taft Room,
Universtiy Union. Sponsored by the Women's
Studies Program, Engish department and
romance languages department.
Biology Semlnu, "Neighborhood Competition
... Plant Communities." by Dr. Deborah
Goldberg, biological sciences. University of
Michigan, 3:30 p.m .• 112 Life Sciences
Buik&lg. Free.
Women's Basltetb811, BGSU vs. Western
Michigan, 5:30 p.m., Anderson Arena
Auditions. foe" A Moon lor the Misbegotten,"
7 p.m .• 400 University Hall. Open to al
interested persons from the campus and
commooity.
Auditions. for" An Evening with Docothy
Parker,'' 7 p.m.. 402 University hal. Open to all
interested persons from the campus and
COIMIUlity.
Lecture, "Feminist Literary Criticism," by Dr.
Jane Galop, hu111a11i!ies, Rice University. 7 :30
p.m .• 111 Business Administralion Building.
Sponsored by the Women's Studies Program,
Engish department and romance languages

Olfenhauer. To register. cal 372·8181. Fees
required.
Lecture, "Maximum Sex: Where Does VOi.Ji
Intimacy Lie?," by Josh McDowell, a Christian
actiYisl and lecturer. 8 p. m.• Memorial Hal. Free.
UAO Lenhart Cln*s Film Series. The
Tlvee Stooges F*11 Festival, 9 p.m.• Gish F*11
Theater, Hama Hall. Free.

Friday, Jan. 22

Thursday, Jan. 21
SnWI Business Su=as Serln, "Promoting

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified positioi IS are available:

.... _ides
Posing upiratioca dale foe ~yees to
apply: 4 p.m., Friday. Jan. 22. ( • indicates that
.-. emplo)'lle from within !he depa b1ed is
bidding and beS1g considered foe the position.)
1-22-1
PayRange26
Sociology "'depa-rti
....•""N!a'lt
SecalltM71

PayRange26

Universi:'t Honors Program

Gymn8stic:a, BGSU vs. Bal State, 1 p.m.,
Eppler North.
Men's Balketb8JI, BGSU vs. Defiance
Colege, 1 :30 p.m., Anderson Arena
Women's Swimming, BGSU vs. Mict»gan
State, 2 p.m., Cooper Pool, Student Recreation
Center.
.
HodleJ, BGSU vs. Ohio State. 7:30 p.m.• Ice
Arena

UAO Weekend Mone, "The Untouchables,''
7:30 p.m., 9:45 p.m. and midnight. Eva Marie
SailtTheatre. Admission is $1.50with1.0.

Sunday, Jan. 24
Women'• BllSketmll, BGSU vs. Loyola
University of Chicago. 1 :30 p.m., Anderson

Arena

Monday, Jan. 25
Forum Lecture Series, 'The Development of

requires reservations by Wednesday (Jan. 20).
To register. cal 372·2340.
eonc:.t, performed by Tai Farlow, jazz
gUtarist. 8 p.m .• Bryan Recital Hal, Moore
MUSiCal Arts Center. Admission is $4.
Lecture, -A Humorous Approach to
Welness,'' by Don Ardel. University of Central
Florida. 8 p.m., l.enhart Grand Balroom,
University Union. Sponsored by the Student
Recreation Center.

Obituary
Patricia Schott

Four environmental colloquiums scheduled
The fll'St in a series of four environmental
health management coDoquiums scheduled
at the University wil be held Friday (Jan.

wil be the topic of Harvey Rogers, chief of
the environmental protection branch of the

22).

environmental health and safety in Ohio wiD
be addressed by Roger Suppes, director of
the bureau of environmental health at the
Ohio Department of Health.
AD programs in the series are open to all
interested persons free of charge.
The next program in the series, to be
held on Feb. 12. wiD focus on community
and occupational environmental health
services. Lale:- colloquiums wiD deal with
emerging needs and opportunities in
environmental health and critical issues
facing environmental heaHh professionals
today.
Silverman noted that continuing
edl ICation credts are available to
environmental health fieJd professionals
who attend and pay a regisbation fee. More
information about continuing education
credt can be obtained by contacting

program.

Memorial contributions can stiD be made
in memory of Patricia Schott. 59. who died
Nov. 26. The family asks that donations be
made to Life Flight at St V111cent's Medical
Center in Toledo.
Schott died of injuries sustained in an
automobile accident on Thanksgiving Day.
She was a typist in the philosophy
depar boent where she had been employed

since 1986.
She also was a member of the Church of
the Good Shepherd In RisilgSl.rl.
Two daughters also are employed by the
University. They are Susan Shammo and
Am Krupp, both of computer services.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly by the
Office of Pubic Relations foe faculty and staff

The focus of the first colloquium, which
wil meet from 9 am. -noon in the McFall
Center Assembly Room, is "Environmental
Health as a Component of a
Comphrehensive/Preventive Health Care
and Services Programs."
Speakers wil include Dr. John G. Todd, a
pubic health/sanitarian adviser and former
assistant swgeon general in the U.S.
Pubic Health Service, who wil discl ISS the
lncian Health Service.
Also speamg wil be Gary Noonan, chief
of the field investigatior IS section in the
qury Prevention Research Brmlch of the
National Institute of Oco ipatior ial Safety
and Health. He wil talk about safety

research and management at the NIOSH.
Envirames Ital health management and
operation at the National Institute of Health

of Bowling Green State University. The
~tosubmitmaterialfoetheJan.

25

Auditions set

issueis5p.m. Tuesclay,Jan.19.

Faculty/staffpositions
The following faculty positiolis are available:
AccountingfMS: Assistm1tfassociate professor: ContactThomas G. EVS1S (2·2767). Deldne:
Feb. 1.
Applied Sbilistlc:s 8nd Opei•lluna AMI di: Assistant professor (lWlticipated). Contact James A.
Suhan (2·2363). Deadh!: Feb. 1.
C-.nk•llon ~den: Associatelful professor-depar1nM!nt chair. Contact Lary Smal
(2·7182. Deadile: Feb. 1.
Sc:hDol ol llaa ~ DS"ector. School of Mass Cormulication. Contact Ray
l..aakaieni (2-2078). Deldne: Feb. 1.

The tolowii io ao1il listl aw positiorls are awailable:
DIS '; $ Int Assislant direclDr of Deli EI~ ment-AUnni Foods. Contact Anmaie Heldt
(2-2558). o-.ne: Jan. 21.
Sodel Plllloeapll7 8lld Palley Center: Mmlagiig editor. Contact Fred Miler Jr. (2-2119).
~:Jan.22..

Un11ai117 IJnloft: Oiredor of cenlralc:onference office and space assigaamentsmid ""OCiefe
&treclor ol lhe UnWasify Union non-food opetatiollS. Contact Anmwie Heldt (2-2558). Deaclilte:.

Jan..25.

' .

... .. -·

. .......

This artwork entitled ..Salome" by Tun Johnson is one the many pieces on display at
the Graduate Student Art Show at the F111e Arts GaDery. The exhibit runs through Jan.
22. Gallery hours are 9 am.-4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2-5 p.m. Sundays.

Sponsored by the University's
Environmental Heal!h Program, the series
wil feature speakers from a number of
federal and state agencies. according to
Dr. Gary Silverman, director of the

Permanent, part-tme

'
. ~;·. ,-'

Where there's smoke, there's Glenn Cook

Saturday, Jan. 23

Critical Reasoning in the Colege Years," by Dr.
Patricia King, education and college student
personnel, 1 p.m., AUmi Room, University
Union. Luncheon precedes at 12:30 and

.,

Bowling Green State University

Keeping the campus safe from fires

Progrcwn.
UAO Weeltend Mone, "The Untouchables,''
7:30 p.m .• 9:45 p.m. and midnight, Eva Marie
SW.I Theatre. Admission is $1 . 50 with 1.0.

·s.a ...,1

1-22-2
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Enwltorunental Health ...nagement
Colloquium, ··Environmental Heal1h as a
COmponent ol a Comprehensive/Preventive
Health Care and Services Program,·· 9
am.--noon, Assembly Room, McFal Center.
Free. Sponsored by the Environmental Health

department
Men's Baslt.U.11. BGSU vs. Western
Michigan, 8 p.m.• Anderson Arena
Concert, performed by the Bowling Green
Brass Ouintet. 8 p.m .• Kobacker Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

•

a BIMless," 6:30-9:30 p.m., 1103

The University Theatre and the Colege
of Musical Arts wil hold open aucitions for
"Man of La Mancha" St 7 p.m. Feb. 1 and 2
in 400, 402 and 405 University Hal.
The musical about Don Quixote wil be
performed Apri 20-23.
Aucitions are open to al interested
persons from the campus and commt.llity.
Foradcitiorialinformation, contact Dr. Alen

White, diectol, at 372-7175.
Aucitions for"An Evening With Dorothy
Perter" (Stories by Dorothy Parker)
adapted by Gale Mcleod, theatre, wil be
held at 8 p.m. Monday and Tuesday (Jan.
18 and 19) in 402 University Hal..
The play wil be IJR>QICed at 8 p.m.
March 2-5 in 405 University Hal.
Aucitions are open to al interested
persons from the campus and c:ommooity.
For more infonnation about the production,
cal the theatre depabnentat372-2222~

division of safety at the NIH, while

Silverman at (419) 372-8242.

For sale
The Counseling and Career Development
Center has the folowing items for sale: a
ligital decwriter IV-LA 34; a multHech
systems data coupler modem baud bel
212A; fatr Reaistic Highbal 2 dual
impedalice microphones (brand new);
three 3M Walensak reel-to-reel tape
recorders; fatr Sony reef-to-reel tape

recorders; and an electromyographPTBL
Bio #297K MD PE2.
Also, a ternpE!l"aUe feedback trainer
system; a temperahxe
lrainer-biofeedback MD 302; a

recordel-strip health SR204; a
thermogiaph-feedback autogen 1 OOOb; a
trainer-Beta Alpha Theta system C 230;

and a EMG instn.nent-bio med MD M55W.
Anyone interested in making an offer on

any of the above items should contact
Roman Qwek at 372-2081.

Student Affairs Res eBl ch and Evaluation
has for sale one VT 100 tennnl Sld two
300 baud teleptlolie modems. Contact
Dea'I Pwdy at 372-22t 7 for rnoreidonnation.

When it comes to fire safety on
campus, people assume a lot. They
assume their buildings are safe. They
assume the smoke detectors and fire
extinguishers will work and they assume
they will be able to escape in time from a
blaze.
"Fire protection and building safety is
really a behind-the-scenes job," said
Dan Parratt, manager of Environmental
Services. "People don't normally think
about the safety of their building until an
emergency arises. They always just
expect it to be safe.··
There are approximately 86 fire
alarms and 3,000 smoke detectors
located throughout University buildings,
and Parratt said the numbers are
growing as structures are being built
and renovated.
Fire detection. prevention and
inspection combine into a full-time job at
the University and Parratt said it is an
overwhelming position for its one-man
staff. Glenn Cook should know. He has
been wor°i<ing to keep the University
safe from fire for 32 years.
"When I first started, the entire
campus had fwe or six old time puU rod
alarms," Cook said. "lf there was a fire,
a person had to pull this and it would ring
a beU in the hallways ...
Fire safety has become more
sophisticated-and a lot more
expensive. Parratt said recently it cost
$300,000 to bring Kreicher
Ouadrangle within the fire code
standards by installing the proper
number of smoke detectors and related

Dan Parratt (left}. manager of Environmental Services, and Glenn Cook, fire sa.fety
officer, examine an alarm control panel in Offenhaur Towers. Rre safety equipment
requires frequent inspection to keep it functioning property.
life safety equipment It cost S250,000
to update the Towers.
''Fire safety isn't cheap," Parratt said.
''There's more we'd like to do, but it is a
very expensive proposition: Ultimately,
w9'd like to push for individual room
detectors in the residence haDs so there
would be an alarm right where the
people are sleeping."
Additionally, both Parratt and Cook

said they would like the Ur.iversity to
install a central fire alarm monitoring
system. Again, it would be expensive,
but Cook thinks it is a valuable safety
tool. Currently almost every University
building has a stand alone alarm system.
lf there is a fire, the alarms sound only in
the affected building. H no one is in the

Continued on page 4
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Some budget
woes traced
to enrollment
Changes in the level of state funding for
certain kinds of students is at the root of
Bowling Green's budget woes this year
and for 1988-89.
That summary was given by Dr. J.
Christopher Dalton. vice president for
planning and budgeting, at the Jan. 19
meeting of Faculty Senate.
Speaking on the problems Bowling
Green faces relative to subsidy income in
the coming academic year. Dalton said
there are two factors that impact upon the
amount of money the University receives
from the state--growth (or decline) in
enrollment and the kinds of students
enrolled. For the current year, subsidy
rates were increased in areas where
Bowling Green has fewer students than
the statewide average and subsidy rates
were decreased in areas where Bowling
Green has a higher than average
percentage of students.
ln particular, he noted. Bowling Green
is significantly below other state
universities in its number of fuU-time
equivalent graduate and mecfical-level
students. The University also ranks
lowest among the state universities in its
percentage of FTE's in the top general
stucries. baccalaureate, technical,
master's and doctoral levels of subsidy
funding, Dalton said. These categories of
low enrollment cover the following
as defined by the Ohio Board of Regents:
General Studies Ill-Courses in the
physical sciences, physical education,

areas,

Continued on page 3

Black history is the focus of two-month celebration
The University wiD be observing ..A
Celebration of Black tf1Story" with an
array of events now through March. Dr.
Mary Edmonds, vice president for
student affairs, announced the schedule
last week saying the events are an
extension of the usual Black History
Month held in February.
The events began Jan. 19 with .. A
Celebration of a King" in observance of
Martin Luther King Jr. Day and will end
March 9 with a concert by the Spelman
Glee Club.
"In planning these events, we've
chosen to look closer to home for
cultural awareness." Jack Taylor,
assistant vice president of minority
affairs, said. "Celebrating black history
is more than just a month-long series of
events. We'd like to eventuaBy include
these types of speakers and programs
throughout the year."
In February, the celebration wiD begin
with a Bob Marley Tribute from 9 p.m.-1
am. Feb. 6 in the Northeast Commons.
Admission is free and the musical
program wil be sponsored by the
Carribean Student Association.
Dr. Asa Hilliard, a professor of
education at Georg.a State University.
wiD be on campus Feb. 11 . He will
present a lecture on "Validity of 10
Testing for African-American Children"
from 1:30-3 p.m. Feb. 11 in McFall
Center. A multi-media presentation
entitled "Free Your Mind:fl!lturn to the
Source, African Origins" wiD fol!Ow that
evening at 7:30 p.m. in Jenson
Auditorium, 115 Education Building.
HiUiard specializes in the study.of
psychologicaJ test validity in
cross-cultural usage. child
development, improved teaching
methods and ancient African histnry. He

has been prominent as an expert
witness in litigation on test validity for
African Americans and serves as a
member of the American Psychological
Association Committee of Psychological
Tests and Assessment He is a founding
member of the Association for the Study
of Classical African Civilization and
5efVe5 as its second vice president.
Another highlight of February wiU be
the Affirmation of the African American
Child: Myths and Realities Conference
to beheld Feb. 26 and 27. In the
previous two years conferences have
focused on the affirmation of the African
American male and the African
American female.
Lerone Bennett Jr.• senior editor of
Ebony Magazine and a historian and
novelist. wiD deliver the keynote
address at 7 p.m. Feb. 26 in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the

Committee on the Black Population for
the 1990 Census. She also participated
in the 1987 Black History conference at
the University.

Hale-Benson, who wiU speak on "Black
Children: Their Roots, Culture and
Learning Styles," from 11-11 :45 a.m.
Both speakers wiU present their
programs in Jenson Auditorium.

Engram will be followed that day by

Dr. Harriet McAdoo, who wiUspeakon
''The African American Child in the
Context of the Family" from
9:45-10:30 a.m .. and by Dr. Janice

McAdoo is a dean and professor in

the School of Social Work at Howard
Continued on page 4

University Union.

Bennett has been editor of Ebony
Magazine since 1958 and was
previously an associate editor for JET
magazine. tfis poems, short stories and
articles have appeared in a number of
other periodicals and books and he is a
renowned author of seven books. A
prolific writer and lecturer. Bennett
speaks to the historical, polilical and
social issues in which he is active and
explores the implications of black/white
realities in these areas.
~at the conference on Feb.
27. Dr. Eleanor Engram wiU address
''The Socio-Historical Context of the
African. American Child," from 9-9:45
a.m. in Jenson Auditorium. She is the
director/cixator of the African American
Museum of Cleveland and recently was
appointed by the U.S. Secretary of
Commelce lo lhe Census Adllisory

Sgt. Charlotte Starnes, public safety, shows Charlene Kemp-Queener. cflrector of
minority programs and activities, the music to "If I Can Help Somebody. "Starnes sang
the song, a favorite of Martin Luther King Jr. s. at the Jan. 19 service entitled
"Celebration of a KING" which honored the civil rights leader in Prout Chapel.

